
PUMP UP PERFORMANCE
Chevron hydraulic � uids provide long service life for the lubricant and your equipment.

RANDO® HD, RANDO® HDZ, CLARITY®, AND CLARITY® SYNTHETIC
PREMIUM HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 

Improve your operating effi ciency while saving 
money with our limited time cash back incentive on 
premium Chevron hydraulic fl uids.

 2022 DIRECT AND LUBRICATION MARKETER 
CUSTOMER CASH BACK INCENTIVE
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Who Can Participate
Any company that purchases a minimum of 110 gallons/416 litres (aggregate 
of all qualifying products) on a single delivery, between August 1, 2022 and 
October 31, 2022. Limit one qualifying purchase during time period.

How the Cash Back Incentive Works
Chevron will pay an incentive (by check payable to your company) on a 
qualifying product purchase per the table below: 

All package styles are included. Minimum aggregate qualifying product 
110 gallons/416 litres on single delivery. Corresponding ISOCLEAN®

Certifi ed products qualify. Maximum rebate value $1,000 USD/$1,270 CAD.

Filing a Claim
During the Promotion Period, the Chevron Representative or Chevron 
Lubrication Marketer can fi le a claim on behalf of their customer; or 
customer can fi le the claim directly with Chevron Promotion Headquarters. 
Claims must be fi led online at chevindpromos.com by December 31, 2022.

EFFICIENCY

Promotion Period: August 1, 2022 – October 31, 2022

File Your Claim Here: chevindpromos.com

QUALIFYING PRODUCTS REBATE AMOUNT

Rando HD Hydraulic Fluid
$.50 USD per gallon/

$.17 CAD per litre

Rando HDZ Hydraulic Fluid
$1.00 USD per gallon/

$.33 CAD per litre

Clarity Hydraulic Fluid AW
$1.00 USD per gallon/

$.33 CAD per litre

Clarity Synthetic Hydraulic Fluid AW
$2.00 USD per gallon/

$.66 CAD per litre
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Rando HDZ Hydraulic Fluid 
Rando HDZ helps keep your equipment operating longer, faster and harder, allowing you to extend 
the time between required maintenance, and reduce or eliminate catastrophic (and expensive) 
equipment failures. With Rando HDZ, you can take advantage of additive and base oil technology 
that helps provide robust protection of hydraulic pumps, and up to 5 percent improvement in 
pump effi ciency over lower viscosity index (VI) products. 

ISO Grade 15 22 32 46  68 100 

Rando HDZ Hydraulic Fluid 273282 273264 273260 273261 273262 273263

ISOCLEAN Certifi ed 278064 278065 254609 254610 254611 274323

Clarity Hydraulic Fluid AW
Clarity Hydraulic Fluid AW is a cost-effective ashless, premium hydraulic 
fl uid that offers the potential for lowering lubricant use by extending drain 
intervals. It provides dramatically longer life compared to conventional zinc-
based or vegetable-based hydraulic fl uids.

ISO Grade 32 46 68 100 

Clarity Hydraulic Fluid AW 230342 230341 230340 255702

ISOCLEAN Certifi ed 278024 278023 278022    

Clarity Synthetic Hydraulic Fluid AW
Clarity Synthetic Hydraulic Fluid AW is an ashless, synthetic, top-of-the-
line hydraulic fl uid for mobile and industrial applications that helps keep 
your equipment operating longer with decreased fuel consumption by
improving overall pump effi ciency by up to 8 percent, when compared 
to lower VI products. Clarity Synthetic Hydraulic Fluid AW also allows for 
an increased temperature operating window (TOW), and the potential for 
extended drain intervals.

ISO Grade 32 46 68

Clarity Synthetic Hydraulic Fluid AW 255697 255698 255699

ISOCLEAN Certifi ed 278054 278055 278056    

Note: Bulk and packaged goods ordered on the same order – but invoiced under separate 
cover will qualify.
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